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“Toward a More Perfect Union: A Progressive Blueprint for the Second Term” is a series of ACS Issue Briefs offering ideas and proposals that we hope the administration will consider in its second term to advance a vision consistent with the progressive themes President Obama raised in his second Inaugural Address. The series should also be useful for those in and outside the ACS network – to help inform and spark discussion and debate on an array of pressing public policy concerns. The series covers a wide range of issue areas, including immigration reform, campaign finance, climate change, criminal justice reform, and judicial nominations.

All expressions of opinion are those of the author or authors. The American Constitution Society (ACS) takes no position on specific legal or policy initiatives.
Toward a Sustainable Future: 
An Environmental Agenda for the Second 
Term of the Obama Administration

David M. Uhlmann*

We will respond to the threat of climate change, knowing that the failure 
to do so would betray our children and future generations.

--President Barack Obama, January 21, 2013

Much was at stake in the Presidential election of 2012, which was marked by 
heated debate over the trajectory of the economy, the expiration of the Bush tax cuts, and 
the fate of the President’s health care plan. The candidates disagreed about nearly every 
issue from foreign policy and the war on terror to a woman’s right to choose and same-
sex marriage. Lost amid the din and never mentioned in the Presidential debates or most 
of the campaign speeches was another divisive topic: how our environmental laws and 
policies should address global climate change and chart a sustainable future for the 
United States and the world.

Yet the environment was on the ballot during the 2012 election, despite its 
absence from the national debate. The President’s efforts to address climate change, 
promote renewable energy, and provide stronger environmental protection would have 
been reversed or curtailed if he had lost the election. The environment also arguably 
influenced the outcome of the 2012 election when Hurricane Sandy struck and gave the 
President the opportunity to show bi-partisan leadership. It has become almost a cliché to 
say that no one storm can be attributed to climate change, but Hurricane Sandy 
underscored both our collective yearning to move beyond partisanship and the moral 
 imperative of decisive steps to address climate change.

The President should make climate change a center-piece of his second term 
agenda. No single issue will have a greater long-term effect on our ability to thrive as a 
nation, as the ravages of record heat and killer storms made clear throughout 2012. The 
scientific verdict was reached years ago: our climate is changing, we are the cause, and

* Jeffrey F. Liss Professor from Practice and Director of the Environmental Law and Policy Program at the 
University of Michigan Law School. I would like to thank Ben Kobren for his outstanding research 
assistance, Virginia Murphy for comments on drafts of the article, and Dipal Shah and the American 
Constitution Society for the invitation to publish my views in the ACS Briefing Series for the Second Term 
of the Obama Administration.
the economic costs of continued inaction will dwarf the dislocation and hardship of the Great Recession.¹

Despite the significance of climate change and the substantial near-term and long-term benefits of mitigation efforts, we have not reached anything approaching a national consensus about the need for action.² To be fair, it is difficult for many Americans to focus on a crisis that will not produce its worst effects for decades when they are worried about immediate challenges like job security or making mortgage payments. Complicating matters, there invariably will be economic winners and losers in the shift to a green economy; it is understandable that those who fare better under the status quo may continue to resist action to address climate change.³

The difficult politics of climate change underscore the need for Presidential leadership. As he did in his Second Inaugural Address, the President should reframe the climate change imperative with an emphasis on our obligations to future generations. Just as we must approach budget deficits with an eye toward crafting policies that will ensure long-term financial security, we should approach climate change with an emphasis on promoting a sustainable future.

An environmental agenda for the second term of the Obama administration therefore should be a sustainability agenda, which recognizes what local communities and business leaders discovered years ago about the need for balance in how we approach our role as stewards of the environment.⁴ Our communities and businesses will thrive if we pursue policies that promote economic growth and environmental protection, instead of viewing them as competing objectives.⁵ We can meet our obligations to future generations if we treat our planet, not as an infinite resource, but as a precious habitat that sustains life.⁶

This Issue Brief will outline the core elements of an agenda for a sustainable future, which begins with climate change mitigation but should not end there. It is not

possible to address all issues that should be part of a sustainability agenda in an article of this length, but a sustainability agenda should promote the following:

- Climate change mitigation efforts that include a market-based price signal such as a carbon tax and more traditional regulatory measures under the Clean Air Act;
- Continued participation in multi-lateral negotiations concerning greenhouse gas emissions, deforestation, and adaptation efforts in the developing world;
- Support for renewable energy and the green jobs that it will provide, including a national renewable portfolio standard and tax credits for renewable energy;
- Infrastructure investments that include a smart grid for electricity, storm barriers in communities at risk from hurricanes, and upgrades to waste treatment plants;
- Revised national ambient air quality standards under the Clean Air Act and new regulations clarifying the jurisdictional reach of the Clean Water Act; and
- Regulations to ensure that hydraulic fracturing or “fracking” does not create unacceptable public health and environmental risks.

The President would be able to accomplish far more in each of these sustainability efforts with support from Congress—particularly with regard to climate change—but even without Congressional action, his administration should continue to use existing laws to chart a path toward a sustainable future for the United States and the world.

I. The Moral Imperative of Climate Change Mitigation

The United States finally took its first steps to address climate change in the first term of the Obama administration. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) determined that greenhouse gas emissions are endangering public health and the environment and promulgated regulations to (1) address greenhouse gas emissions from automobiles; (2) inventory sources of greenhouse gases; and (3) limit emissions from

---

7 Endangerment and Cause or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases Under Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act, 74 F.R. 66496 (Dec. 15, 2009).
newly built large stationary sources such as factories and refineries. The United States also re-engaged international efforts to address climate change. President Obama negotiated the final terms of the Copenhagen accord, which included commitments to reduce emissions by all major emitters, landmark agreements on financial assistance, and technology assistance to help developing countries adapt to the effects of climate change and promote sustainability efforts. Yet overall the President’s first term disappointed environmentalists, because Congress failed to enact comprehensive greenhouse gas legislation even as climate change projections worsened.

A. The Need for Presidential Leadership on Climate Change

For better results to occur in the second term, particularly given Republican opposition to climate change legislation, the President will need to make climate change action a top priority. The President must engage the public far more than any President has ever done regarding climate change and on the imperative of acting now to prevent catastrophic effects.

The argument for bold efforts to address climate change has never been more compelling. NASA reported in 2011 that nine of the ten hottest years on record have occurred since 2000. During 2012, the United States experienced the hottest temperatures ever in the lower 48, a devastating drought that will hamper agriculture in the United States for years, and extreme weather events culminating in Hurricane Sandy that caused billions of dollars in losses.

Yet climate scientists predict that the perils of 2012 are just a warm-up act: if we fail to limit greenhouse gas emissions, searing heat, widespread drought, destructive storms, and massive flooding will become commonplace. Most climate scientists also

expect oceans to rise later this century, which could make parts of major east coast cities, including Miami, New York, and Boston, uninhabitable. The Pentagon has warned that climate change could threaten American interests abroad, since the worst effects could occur in highly-populated areas of Africa, Asia, and the Middle East, with resulting political instability and mass migrations.

Climate change will be a legacy issue for President Obama—either because he helped chart a course toward a sustainable future or because America failed to act while it was still possible to prevent catastrophic climate change. For a President who understands the merits of the science and the perils of inaction, there is no choice about how to proceed. The President should make climate change a centerpiece of his 2013 State of the Union Address and present a comprehensive plan to meet the climate change challenge in a separate address to the Nation. The President also should be prepared to take his case directly to the American people, with campaign-style events to generate support for his proposals, lest his opponents sow doubt about the need for strong action by again promoting the work of climate change skeptics.

B. A Carbon Tax and the Federal Budget Crisis

The best opportunity for legislative action to address climate change may be now, at a time of budget deficits and soaring debt. The President should advocate for a carbon tax as one of the ways to raise revenue to address the federal budget deficit. A recent Massachusetts Institute of Technology study found that a relatively modest carbon tax of $20 per ton imposed on the carbon content of all fossil fuels produced in the United States or imported from abroad would generate $1.5 trillion in tax revenue over a ten-year period. Some of the revenue would need to be reserved to address the regressive effects of a carbon tax and the degree to which its effects might be felt disproportionately by regions that rely on coal and other carbon-rich forms of energy. But the remaining revenue could be used to help generate funds to reduce the federal budget deficit, without relying exclusively on income taxes or discretionary spending cuts.

---

From an economic standpoint, a carbon tax would provide the price signal that has long been advocated by economists as the best way to address the market failure that is greenhouse gas emissions. Greenhouse gas emissions are a classic externality. Facilities that emit greenhouse gases do so at no cost to their bottom lines but at an enormous cost to society. Imposition of a carbon tax would help ensure that the costs associated with carbon dioxide emissions are imposed on the facilities that emit carbon dioxide.  

From a climate change standpoint, the benefits of a carbon tax extend beyond revenue and price signals. Since greenhouse gas emissions are the leading anthropogenic cause of climate change, reducing emissions is at the heart of any solution to climate change. A carbon tax would reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the United States, by making carbon-rich energy sources more expensive and thus creating incentives for the use of renewable energy, such as wind and solar, which do not contribute to climate change.

Of course, the merits of market based approaches to climate change have been known since at least 2008 when both major party candidates supported climate change mitigation. Now, with the political climate worse than it was in 2008, it is questionable whether a carbon tax would fare any better than cap and trade legislation, which passed the House of Representatives in 2010 only to die in the Senate. But President Obama did not take his case directly to the American people in 2010, when his energy was focused on health care and financial reform. His leadership combined with the wake-up call of Hurricane Sandy could be game-changers for a carbon tax, which enjoys broad support from economists across the political spectrum.

C. Climate Change Mitigation Efforts Without Congress

Even without climate change legislation, the President can provide leadership on climate change mitigation by continuing or expanding efforts begun during his first term:

---

The Justice Department should vigorously defend EPA’s endangerment finding and the Agency’s efforts to regulate greenhouse gas emissions.

EPA should promulgate new regulations under the Clean Air Act to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from stationary sources, including power plants.

The Council on Environmental Quality should require climate change effects to be included in environmental impact statements and environmental assessments conducted under the National Environmental Policy Act.

The Department of Energy should promote wider compliance with its Energy Star program and increased energy efficiency standards, which offer the dual benefits of reduced greenhouse gas emissions and lower energy costs for consumers.

The General Services Administration should ensure that all new building construction by the federal government meets Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) requirements for green buildings and that renovations of existing buildings utilize best practices for sustainability.

The Department of Transportation should promote sustainable transportation programs including high-speed rail to connect regional economic centers, expanded mass transit, and new technologies to reduce motor vehicle emissions.

All of these efforts can occur under existing laws, either by Executive Order or promulgation of new regulations, without the need for Congressional action.

D. International Efforts to Address Climate Change

The United States should continue to engage international efforts to establish targets for greenhouse gas emission reductions, technology cooperation to promote renewable energy, and measures to prevent deforestation. Although talks during 2012 in Doha, Qatar failed to produce agreement on a replacement for the Kyoto Protocol or further steps to curb deforestation, the United States and other developed countries are beginning to meet the commitments made in Copenhagen to aid developing countries.

The United States already has provided $7.5 billion, its share of around $30 billion of fast start funding pledged in Copenhagen.\textsuperscript{27}

In addition, the United States is playing a leading role in international partnerships such as the Climate and Clean Air Coalition and the Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves, which offer substantial near-term benefits by reducing short lived climate pollutants such as methane, black carbon, and HFCs. The Climate and Clean Air Coalition, announced by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton in 2012, focuses on reducing climate pollutants such as methane, black carbon, and HFCs, which have short lifetimes in the atmosphere, but significant warming influences.\textsuperscript{28} The Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves is a public-private partnership to support the adoption of clean cookstoves in 100 million households by 2020, which also would reduce short-lived climate pollutants and deforestation rates.\textsuperscript{29}

Nonetheless, greenhouse gas emissions continue to rise, and insufficient progress has been made toward meeting emissions reduction targets set forth in the Copenhagen accord.\textsuperscript{30} The United States therefore should intensify its efforts in the multilateral Major Economies Forum on Energy and Climate. The forum brings together the world’s 17 largest emitters in an effort to facilitate agreement at the United Nations conventions.\textsuperscript{31} If the biggest emitters agree about commitments, it will improve the chances that all 192 parties can reach agreement or at least ensure multi-lateral agreements for substantial reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.

II. Promoting Renewable Energy and Investing in America

Any effort to address climate change and promote a sustainable future hinges on energy policy, since the leading source of carbon dioxide emissions is from the combustion of fossil fuels to generate electricity.\textsuperscript{32} A shift from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources would reduce greenhouse gas emissions and improve air quality.


\textsuperscript{29} The Alliance has grown to include 400 partners and 36 countries with commitments of hundreds of millions of dollars, which will improve the environment as well as the health and economic well-being of three billion people. See GLOBAL ALLIANCE FOR CLEAN COOKSTOVES http://www.cleancookstoves.org/ (last visited Jan. 5, 2013).

\textsuperscript{30} Justin Gillis and John M. Broder, With Carbon Dioxide Emissions at Record High, Worries on How to Slow Warming, N.Y. TIMES, December 2, 2012, at A6.


\textsuperscript{32} The combustion of fossil fuels for electricity is the largest source of carbon dioxide emissions in the United States accounting for 40 percent of all emissions. Transportation is second, accounting for 31
forms of energy, which do not produce greenhouse gas emissions, must be at the heart of climate change mitigation efforts. We also stand to reap economic benefits from the manufacturing of renewable energy technology, as it becomes an increasingly significant part of the global economy.\textsuperscript{33}

The imperative of a shift to renewable energy reflects other realities too. Our reliance on dwindling reserves of fossil fuels requires increasingly risky behavior to meet our energy needs, such as deep water drilling in the Gulf of Mexico and proposals to drill for oil in the Alaska National Wildlife Refuge, as well as practices like mountaintop mining removal to provide more efficient access to coal reserves. In addition, the burning of fossil fuels has substantial environmental impacts beyond climate change, resulting in the release of mercury and air toxins that harm public health and cause animal mortality.\textsuperscript{34} For these reasons, the President’s efforts to promote renewable energy are an essential part of any sustainability agenda, as are the infrastructure investments needed to supply electricity, adapt to climate change that already is occurring, and prevent pollution from aging wastewater treatment plants across America.

A. Renewable Portfolio Standards

Renewable energy is increasing its market share of total energy production. In 2011, renewables provided 12.7 percent of total domestic electricity, up from 10.2 percent in 2010, and 9.3 percent in 2009.\textsuperscript{35} A recent study by the International Energy Agency reported global renewable energy is expected to grow by 60 percent between 2011 and 2017.\textsuperscript{36} Moreover, 2011 saw the largest investment in renewable technology to date—$51 billion in the United States and $257 billion worldwide excluding hydropower.\textsuperscript{37}

Many states recognize the benefits of renewable energy and have established renewable energy portfolio standards (RPS) to promote its growth. As of January 2012, 30 States and the District of Columbia had an enforceable RPS or other type of mandated


\textsuperscript{37} Id.
renewable capacity policy. A minimum requirement for renewable energy stimulates technological development and fosters a competitive energy market.

The President should expand his support for renewable energy by including a federal renewable energy standard in a federal Clean Energy Standard. In the last Congress, legislation was introduced that would meet the President’s goal to have clean energy provide 80 percent of electricity by 2035.\(^{39}\) The benefit of a Clean Energy Standard is that it allows new energy sources to compete against one another to become the most efficient and cost effective solution. The challenge of a Clean Energy Standard is that the definition of clean energy is not limited to renewables such as wind, solar, biomass, and hydropower; it also includes nuclear power, natural gas, and coal with carbon capture utilization and sequestration.\(^{40}\) Natural gas has a role in our energy future but it produces greenhouse gas emissions, so its development should not crowd out renewable energy technology both for use in the United States and markets abroad.\(^{41}\)

President Obama therefore should advocate for a hybrid clean energy and renewable portfolio standard, which maintains the overall goal that clean energy account for 80 percent of our electricity by 2035 but also requires that 25 percent of electricity will come from renewables in that same time period. Individual states, as many have already done, could set higher goals, but a federal RPS would ensure a domestic market for renewable technology—and with it the economic opportunity for American companies to compete both at home and abroad in developing the renewable energy technology and manufacturing capacity for the future.

B. Long-Term Tax Credits for Renewable Energy

The fiscal cliff negotiations produced a one-year extension of tax credits for renewable energy, but to sustain investment and maintain growth in renewable energy, the sector must have the ability to compete in a fair market place. Federal investment incentives such as the $2.4 billion for Clean Renewable Energy Bonds included in The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 and other tax incentives have enabled the development of renewable energy technology and begun to bring down the cost of renewable energy so that it may become more cost-effective. Those programs must continue in the President’s second term.


\(^{41}\) See Section III (C), supra, for more details on the opportunities and challenges presented by fracking.
Uncertainty about the availability of tax credits for renewable energy jeopardizes future capital investments. When the Production Tax Credit for renewable energy was scheduled to expire at the end of 2012, investors became reluctant to continue investing in wind projects, which hindered growth of a key renewable energy resource. The same result will occur in the months ahead, if the Production Tax Credit remains scheduled to lapse at year-end.

It makes no sense to continue tax credits for the oil and gas industry indefinitely, while the renewable energy industry lurches from year-to-year with uncertainty about its favorable tax status. We should end the Oil Depletion Allowance and other measures that provide support to the multi-billion dollar fossil fuel industry that produces harmful greenhouse gas emissions. We should instead provide long-term support for the renewable energy industry, which will provide economic opportunities throughout the 21st century and is critical to our energy independence and climate change mitigation. Doing so would ensure that renewables are supported at their inception just as the oil and gas industry was in its nascent stages. In the first fifteen years of subsidies to the oil and gas industry, subsidies accounted for one-half of one percent of the entire federal budget; subsidies to the renewable sector would never come close to that amount.

C. A Smart Grid for America

Emissions reductions resulting from clean energy can only be realized when production is turned into consumer use. Unfortunately, our electric grid and transmission infrastructure is unable to be effective in a 21st century clean energy economy. The current grid is unable to withstand increased demand and is incapable of properly delivering electricity from new clean energy sources to consumers. Investment in a smart grid is essential to a sustainable future.

Congress recognized the need to modernize the grid when it passed the Independence and Security Act of 2007. In addition, the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act included $4.5 billion to modernize the grid; other public and private

---

sources agreed to match that investment with $5.5 billion. The investments to date are a good start, but far from what we need to create a modern electricity delivery system. A 2011 study by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) projects the costs associated with revamping the grid at between $17 billion to $24 billion a year for the next 20 years. Despite those costs, the EPRI study projects that within the same period, a new smart grid will deliver $1.3 trillion to $2 trillion in benefits.

Updating the grid involves every aspect of the way electricity is transmitted to the consumer—from poles and transmission lines to household components and everything in between, including meters, storage, billing, and computerized communication. A new and more efficient system will require America’s best ingenuity, consistent investment, and cooperation among the private and public sectors. While the short-term costs could be $12 a month for individual consumers, a modern grid will reduce long-term costs through increased efficiency and less wasted electricity.

The President met resistance in his call for infrastructure investments during the fiscal cliff negotiations at the end of 2012. To be sure, any new spending is difficult to fund in the midst of a budget crisis. But modernizing our electricity grid is an investment in our future with benefits that will far exceed the costs. The President has supported a smart grid in the past, but needs to make it a higher priority in his second term to enable renewable energy to reach its full potential—and provide America a reliable electrical grid for the 21st century and beyond.

D. Climate Change Adaptation and Infrastructure Investment

The physical, personal, and emotional devastation caused by Hurricane Sandy and the resulting cost estimates upward of $50 billion are a stark reminder that large scale preparation for increasingly harsh weather conditions should be a top administration priority. In addition to the physical destruction to buildings, businesses and homes, Hurricane Sandy also demonstrated that our Nation’s drinking water supply systems and

---


50 POST-LANDFALL LOSS ESTIMATES FOR SUPERSTORM SANDY, supra note 14.
wastewater treatment plants must be updated to protect public health. To withstand future weather events, we need to identify the most vulnerable areas, fortify threatened regions, and rebuild infrastructure.

We should continue to pursue climate change adaption efforts at all levels of government. EPA is preparing a climate change adaptation plan for the country, and an interagency adaptation task force is utilizing the expertise of 20 federal agencies to identify and develop recommendations for the President to improve the Nation’s response and preparation to the impacts of climate change. Numerous states have designed projects to protect agriculture and wildlife. City governments such as Chicago and New York are assessing and planning for climate related damage due to increased heat and rising sea levels. Now we need to ensure effective inter-governmental coordination.

While the needs of a city or town in the Midwest are different than coastal cities, regional planning should be centralized to leverage best practices and new technology. An effective approach could identify a major research university in each of the six main regions of the continental United States to act as adaptation hubs. State and local governments, foundations, and private businesses could partner together with each university to identify and implement the most pressing adaptation needs for each region. The federal government would then be available to provide expertise, personnel, and financial support when severe storms occur.

For adaptation efforts to be successful, the President should urge Congress to preserve funding for the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), even if state and local programs and flood insurance receive more funding. Adequate funding for FEMA should be an area for bi-partisan support, since super-storms and other natural disasters do not choose their victims based on partisan affiliations. In addition, the President should include drinking water systems and wastewater treatment plants in his infrastructure proposals since they play a crucial role both in climate change adaptation and long-term environmental protection efforts.

III. Regulations to Protect Public Health and the Environment

The modern regulatory state has delivered substantial public health, environmental, worker safety, and consumer protection benefits, enhancing the quality of

---

53 Id.
life for all Americans. We should be proud of the high standards we demand of American products, our efforts to provide clean air and water for our communities, and our worker safety programs. We also should resist efforts to roll back regulatory protections and proposals that would make it difficult to enact new regulations that provide significant public health and environmental benefits.55

During the President’s second term, EPA should continue to use the Clean Air Act to address climate change and conventional forms of air pollution. EPA also should enact new regulations to clarify the jurisdictional reach of the Clean Water Act, and federal agencies should develop a new regulatory regime to ensure that the powerful benefits of fracking do not come at the expense of public health and environmental harm to our communities.

A. Clean Air Act Standards

The Clean Air Act may be the most successful of our Nation’s environmental laws. In 2010, EPA estimated that two of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (for ozone and particulate matter) prevented 160,000 cases of premature mortality and 130,000 heart attacks.56 EPA estimates that costs associated with the 1990 Amendments to the Clean Air Act will total $65 billion by 2020—with benefits more than 30 times greater at $2 trillion.57

EPA’s implementation of the Clean Air Act often involves substantial delays and legitimate debates about its requirements. When EPA faithfully administers the requirements of the Clean Air Act, however, its efforts deserve support from the President and from Congress and are entitled to deference from the courts. On at least three occasions during the President’s first term, EPA came under attack in circumstances that were unwarranted. A sustainability agenda for the second term must include greater support for Clean Air Act regulatory programs.

First, EPA’s efforts to regulate greenhouse gas emissions under the Clean Air Act led to vitriolic attacks of the Agency from Congress.58 The suggestion that EPA was acting in an unauthorized matter was curious given the Supreme Court’s decision in

57 Id.
58 See, e.g., Consumer Relief for Pain at the Pump Act, H.R. 1777, 111th Cong. § 301 (2011) (calling for the repeal of EPA climate change regulation under the Clean Air Act, NEPA, etc.); Energy Tax Prevention Act of 2011, H.R. 910, 111th Cong. (2011) (proposing to amend the Clean Air Act to prohibit the Administrator of the EPA from promulgating regulations or taking other actions to limit greenhouse gases in order to address climate change).
Massachusetts v. EPA,\textsuperscript{59} which held that greenhouse gas emissions fall within the definition of pollutants under the Clean Air Act and must be regulated if the Agency finds that they endanger public health and welfare. The D.C. Circuit upheld EPA’s action against attack by industry groups and several states,\textsuperscript{60} but the Supreme Court may hear further challenges to the rules and Congress may remain hostile.

The Justice Department should vigorously defend EPA’s greenhouse gas regulations. In addition, the administration should continue to oppose efforts in Congress to repeal EPA’s authority to regulate greenhouse gases under the Clean Air Act or to “de-fund” those efforts. The administration also should reject efforts to tie a carbon price signal to such repeal, since the Clean Air Act regulations address adverse health and environmental effects that may be reduced by a carbon price signal but are not likely to be eliminated by market forces alone.

Second, EPA’s efforts to update its ozone regulations were blocked by the President\textsuperscript{61} even though EPA demonstrated that the new regulations would provide substantial public health and environmental benefits.\textsuperscript{62} The President’s statement cited the potential cost to state and local governments at a time when the economy already was weakened, as well as the fact that the standards were due for further revision in two years.\textsuperscript{63} Under the Clean Air Act, however, the Supreme Court has ruled that health-based standards cannot take into account economic costs, so the revised standards should have gone forward in 2011.\textsuperscript{64} To protect public health and the environment, new ozone standards under the Clean Air Act should be a priority in 2013.

Third, EPA’s regulations governing interstate pollution were struck down by the D.C. Circuit\textsuperscript{65} even though the regulations would provide public health benefits that far exceed their costs. EPA first issued the Clean Air Interstate Rule during 2005 to address the problem of pollution in “downwind” states that were adversely affected by emissions from power plants in utilities in “upwind” states.\textsuperscript{66} The D.C. Circuit struck down the 2005 rule but allowed it to stay in place until EPA issued a new rule,\textsuperscript{67} which occurred in 2011 when EPA promulgated the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule also known as the

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{59} 549 U.S. 497 (2007).  
\textsuperscript{60} Coalition for Responsible Regulation, Inc. v. EPA, 684 F.3d 102 (D.C. Cir. 2012).  
\textsuperscript{63} Statement by the President, supra note 60.  
\textsuperscript{64} Whitman v. Am. Trucking Ass’n, 531 U.S. 457 (U.S. 2001).  
\textsuperscript{65} EME Homer City Generation, L.P. v. EPA, 696 F.3d 7 (D.C. Cir. 2012).  
\textsuperscript{66} Clean Air Interstate Rule, 70 Fed. Reg. 25162 (final rule proposed May 12, 2005).  
\textsuperscript{67} Carolina v. EPA, 531 F.3d 896 (D.C. Cir. 2008).}
“Transport Rule.” The D.C. Circuit struck down the Transport Rule in 2012 based on claims that were not brought in the administrative process and an interpretation of the governing statute that is at odds with precedent and EPA’s construction of the Act, which should have received *Chevron* deference.

The Transport Rule would prevent tens of thousands of premature deaths every year by reducing harmful ozone and particulate pollution from upwind states. The Justice Department sought *en banc* review of the Transport Rule in October 2012. Efforts to uphold the rule are critical to implementation of the Clean Air Act’s standards for ozone and particulate matter and therefore should remain a top priority for the administration. If the rule is not reinstated by the full D.C. Circuit, EPA should move as expeditiously as possible to promulgate a new version.

B. Clean Water Act Jurisdiction

The Clean Water Act marked its 40th anniversary during 2012 and deserves credit for dramatically improving water quality throughout the United States. The Clean Water Act has been effective in significant part because of its relative simplicity: all discharges of pollutants into waters of the United States are unlawful except where authorized by the Act, which most often involves obtaining a permit under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System.

Enforcement of the Clean Water Act has been compromised in recent years, however, because of the Supreme Court’s decision in *Rapanos v. United States*, which raised questions about the jurisdictional reach of the Clean Water Act. Before *Rapanos*, EPA and the Corps of Engineers jointly enforced regulations that ensured federal protection for most rivers and streams in the United States along with their adjacent wetlands. *Rapanos* held that the government’s interpretation of the Clean Water Act exceeded what Congress had authorized but the Court failed to articulate a new standard, which has left Clean Water Act jurisprudence in shambles.

---

75 *Id.*
In *Rapanos*, Justice Scalia wrote for a plurality of the Court that jurisdiction under the Clean Water Act extends to all tributaries that have relatively permanent and consistent flow to navigable-in-fact waters and all wetlands that have surface water connection to those tributaries. A concurring opinion by Justice Kennedy argued that Clean Water Act jurisdiction extended to all tributaries with a significant nexus to water quality in navigable waters and to all adjacent wetlands that also have a significant nexus on water quality in navigable waters. But neither opinion was supported by five justices, so the Court created uncertainty about which tributaries and adjacent wetlands are entitled to federal protection under the Clean Water Act.

Since *Rapanos*, the federal courts of appeal have been divided on the question of which test applies in Clean Water Act enforcement actions. The Ninth and Eleventh Circuits have held that the Kennedy test applies; the First Circuit held that jurisdiction is present if either test is satisfied, noting as Justice Stevens did in dissent that a majority of the court would uphold jurisdiction if either test were met. The Supreme Court has refused to resolve the circuit split. Legislation has been introduced in Congress that would restore jurisdiction to its pre-*Rapanos* status but prospects for its passage are dim. EPA and the Corps of Engineers have produced guidance explaining when jurisdiction is present but no new regulations have been issued.

EPA and the Corps of Engineers should promulgate new regulations regarding the jurisdictional reach of the Clean Water Act early in the President’s second term. The new regulations should adopt the position expressed by Justice Stevens in *Rapanos*, namely that jurisdiction should be present when either Justice Scalia’s test or Justice Kennedy’s test is met. Justice Scalia’s test provides the benefit of a bright line rule, which aids effective enforcement, but it leaves out tributaries (and adjacent wetlands) that could have adverse effects on downstream waters. Justice Kennedy provides a more ecologically-based test, but would require expert testimony in every case about whether significant effects on water quality are present, which undermines effective enforcement. It is long past time for new regulations to be issued.

---

76 Id. at 732-33 (relatively permanent waters) and 742 (hydrologically-connected wetlands).
77 Id. at 777-80.
78 See, e.g. N. Cal. River Watch v. City of Healdsburg, 496 F.3d 993 (9th Cir. 2007); United States v. Robison, 505 F.3d 1208 (11th Cir. 2007); United States v. Johnson, 467 F.3d 56 (1st Cir. 2006).
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C. Regulating Fracking

Hydraulic fracturing or “fracking” of natural gas is revolutionizing how we meet our energy needs in the United States. Natural gas from shale has surged from two percent of domestic production to 30 percent. If the trend continues, fracking could provide a reliable domestic source of energy for the next century. The prospect of a new energy boom that would end our dependence on foreign oil and make America energy-independent within the decade is considered a win-win for national security and energy policy. It also is a tremendous economic opportunity for communities across America: robust fracking of natural gas is occurring in more than 30 states, compared to just five states (Texas, Alaska, California, North Dakota, and Oklahoma) that are responsible for more than 50 percent of domestic oil production.

From an environmental standpoint, fracking may reduce greenhouse gas emissions, because natural gas results in far less carbon dioxide emissions than oil or coal. In just the first two years of significant natural gas fracking activity, the United States has seen a decline in its carbon dioxide emission levels. At the same time, fracking poses a number of environmental risks, which include air pollution and increased greenhouse gas emissions from the venting of methane, groundwater pollution if fracking occurs near underground sources of drinking water, and potential surface water pollution if the vast quantities of water needed for fracking are not treated properly prior to disposal. Still other concerns involve excessive freshwater use, the potential for geological instability from fracking—and an increased risk of earthquakes—as well as the infrastructure demands on small communities and effects on neighboring properties.

Given the potential significance of fracking to our economy and our future energy needs, it may come as a surprise to most Americans that federal regulatory authority is
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limited for fracking. The federal government, of course, controls how fracking occurs on public lands. In addition, EPA can regulate methane venting from fracking, as well as the disposal of wastewater from fracking if it occurs in jurisdictional waters of the United States. But fracking itself was exempted from federal regulation in 2005 by what is known as the Halliburton exemption. 90 As a result, regulation of the drilling activity is left to state and local governments, which produces a patchwork of laws that may not protect public health and the environment and imposes undue costs on industry by forcing national companies to comply with disparate state requirements. 91

Fracking has become too central to our national energy policy to leave regulation of its health and environmental effects entirely to the states. The President should urge Congress to repeal the Halliburton exemption, so that we can move forward with fracking regulations that address both the benefits and the potential risks involved. As with other cooperative federalism programs, the federal government should set a “floor” for safeguards. Individual states would then implement the regulatory program with the option of going beyond federal requirements but could not offer less stringent protection. 92 The regulatory process should involve industry representatives, environmental leaders, and federal and state regulators. It should build on the work of the Department of Energy advisory board subcommittee that studied fracking in 2011, 93 as well as the numerous studies that are occurring at universities. 94 But we cannot regulate fracking the way we regulated deepwater drilling for oil, where we realized we had inadequate safeguards in place only after we experienced the worst accidental oil spill in world history. 95 Indeed, with so many companies rushing to join the fracking boom, weak regulation could allow companies with poor safety programs to have accidents that jeopardize the entire industry.

If Congress fails to act, the President should use the authority he already has to protect our communities from the risks created by fracking. The Department of the Interior should continue to regulate fracking on public lands. EPA should update rules that prohibit the venting of methane from fracking and address any other harmful emissions that can be regulated under the Clean Air Act. EPA and the states should use

91 A BOOM IN FRACKING, supra note 84.
93 SAFETY OF GAS SHALE DEVELOPMENT, supra note 88.
their authorities under the Clean Water Act to protect water pollution, as well as under the Safe Drinking Water Act to protect drinking water supplies. State and local governments should address land use and infrastructure issues. But regulation must occur soon so that fracking does not result in environmental degradation.

IV. Conclusion

The leadership opportunities for President Obama as he begins his second term are both numerous and daunting, and perhaps nowhere more so than for environmental issues. His legacy can be as the President who set America on a course for a sustainable future, recognizing our long-term obligation to mitigate global climate change and developing renewable energy and safe natural gas extraction that will secure our energy independence. He also can ensure that we take long-needed steps to better protect public health and the environment from near-term air pollution and water pollution problems. Some of these actions can be taken by the President alone; others must be done in cooperation with Congress and state and local governments, which will be difficult given the partisan rancor in Washington. But a sustainable future will depend upon the President’s willingness to take his case directly to the American people and to make climate change, energy policy, and environmental protection top priorities in his second term.